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Added to its list of ripped-by-the-headlines episodes, Law & Order: SVU will face the death of George Floyd in Season 22. As Warren Leight, the movie of The Hollywood Reporter’s Top 5 TV movie, explained, Floyd’s death on May 25 “has to come and will”. He elaborated: “There are ways, we will find our way to tell the story. Presumably our cops will
keep trying to do the right thing, but it will be harder for them and they will understand why it is hard for them. The Tony Award winner also revealed plans to diversify the writers' room for the NBC procedure into an “effort to bring new voices, fresh voices, different voices.” He also noted that the SVU has “trickled a lot in the last year to show how
class and race affect the outcomes of justice in society”, but is “intended to suspect ’really difficult' was not enough. “Length went on, “This has to be a time when people get uncomfortable – where people in power need to get uncomfortable.” Something he said made him uncomfortable: the “number of shows glorifying the use of violence in
interrogation or the use of threats.” Explaining that “they can’t make every episode of a bad cop”, Leight admitted that the NYPD officers, led by Captain Olivia Benson (Mariska Hargitay) endure many differences from those who dominate the real-life news cycle: “Olivia makes mistakes...but she’s empathetic, which is I think What separates the cops
from our TV show for many days we live in. “ Off screen, Hargitay, Ice-T (Odafin “Fin” Tutuola), and Peter Scanavino (Dominick “Sonny” Carisi, Jr.) are among the members of the SVU cast who spoke about Floyd’s death and the greater number of police brutality. “My heavy heart is full of outrage and pain – and the fervent hope that this country will
find its way to the healing it so desperately needs”, Hargitay posted on Instagram June 2 in support of the Black Lives Matter movement. “The use of power in all forms is vile, and those who perpetuate it must be brought to account. These are dark days in the moral arc of the universe, but I am committed to learning and doing everything I can to help
him in bed toward justice.” In addition to police brutality, SVU will also address the issue of the coronavirus pandemic. “We’re about to reflect New York in the pandemic”, Leight added on the THR podcast. “What happens to someone who is sexually assaulted during the height of the coronavirus epidemic. Although it’s not clear exactly how SVU will
interpret or the problem, Leight seems dedicated to approaching both from a socially conscious point of view. Continue with the latest daily news with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! The seventh series Law & Order: Organized Crime, enters the second season, and showrunners are trying to add some new faces. This is Us Star Ron Cephas Jones and
Deceptive Actor Vinnie Jones join the cast in recurring roles for Two. Danielle MonÃ© Truitt, Christopher Meloni and Michael Rivera in “Law & Order: Organized Crime”| Virginia Sherwood/NBC/NBCU Photo Bank â Getty Images âLaw & Order: Organized Crimeâ is the latest âLaw & Orderâ Spinoff The latest in the Law & Order universe follows
Elliot Stabler, played by Christopher Meloni, from Law & Order: SVU, a veteran NYPD detective. He tries to confront, surprise, the organized crime world in New York. All the time, Stabler fights his inner demons after a personal loss. After a season of overcoming internal and external obstacles, Stabler caught the culprits. However, Dylan
McDermott’s Richard Wheatley continues to appear in the second season, despite being behind bars at the end. Meloni was receptive to returning to the role in a spinoff show. “I was intrigued for a variety of personal reasons”, Meloni says. “If you have, at least from my perspective, a very well-known and beloved TV character who left abruptly and, I
would say, uncertainly... It’s built-in recognizability, something that needs to be satiated with a sense of closure. These are all very attractive things.â With a successful first season under his belt, Stabler faces old and new threats. Cephas Jones and Vinnie Jones join the cast as MP Leon Kilbride and Gangster Albi Briscu No stranger to the Law &
Order world, Ron Cephas Jones appeared in the original law & Order as Frank Doyle. About a decade later, he returned to Law & Order: Criminal Intent, this time as Reggie Banks. Another 15 years and he’s back. Taking on the villainous role of Bobby Fish, Cephas Jones terrified Luke Cage of Marvel. After winning numerous awards for his work as
William Hill in NBCâs This is Us, Cephas Jones plays Congressman Leon Kilbride in Law & Order: Organd Crime. He plays a hostile politician with a stick for turn connections. Since white-collar crime is increasingly in the public eye, a deputy involved in criminal relations makes for a perfect, and timely, possible antagonist. British actor Vinnie Jones
starred in the Eastern European gangster Albi Briscu. Known for playing Juggernaut in the X-Men franchise, Gareth in ABC’s Galavant, and Danny “Brick” Brickwell in the CW Arrow. such a wide range of roles, Vinnie Jones could play wildly different characters for the gangster. The return of September has the potential for several surprises. New
Challenges in Season 2 of “Law & Order: Organized Crime” Confirming that McDermott’s Richard Wheatley isn’t the big flaw of Season 2, which leaves an important â and dangerous â role to fill. Both Chephas Jones and Vinnie Jones have the potential to assume the main antagonist role. Fortunately, a short wait is among fans and answers to
questions are rising. If the Joneses finish a personal struggle with collateral damage or working together on an obscure deal, the hands of Stabler Stabler full this season. Related: As Christopher Meloni has Teased Elliot Stabler’s Return to ‘Law & Order: SVU’ Law & Order: Special Victims The unit is back. Last week, the series began its historical
season that made it the longest drama of the first time in history, surpassing its predecessor Law & Order and other popular dramas such as Lassie and Gunsmoke. The show's crazy murders and windy stories are great parts of what keeps the spectators coming back for more season after season. And now that season 21 has begun, the cast and crew
are absolutely excited. Mariska Hargitay and Ice T | Jose Perez/Bauer-Griffin/GC Images “I couldn’t be more excited,” season 21 showrunner Warren Leight said Entertainment Weekly. “You don’t remember your 19th birthday, but you remember your 21st. You always take it seriously but you have to understand, how is this season different from any
other season?” Which raises the question everyone wants to know... What has Law & Order: SVU in store for us this season? The show pays tribute to those who came before it If you watched the episode of last week, then you may have noticed that there was an ode to another long-term program. “On the top of the first episode, we indicate our hat to
Gunsmoke. We have some lightning for this show,” said Leight. And there can be more Easter eggs like this as the season goes on. What can we expect from the season 21 of ‘Law & Order’? This season, much will change, “There are changes in the team’s room, there are changes in the DA’s office,” said the presenter. “There is a lot in motion. And so
his task is to redefine the roles for all in his team, for himself, and for his son.” But there won't be a new ADA to show up full time right away. As Leight put it, we will not see a type of “full-time Barba or Stone” person who will join the team immediately. But, as we saw last week, there will be a new villain. Ian McShane joined the cast this year,
playing a Hollywood mogul. “This is a bigger character in life that our kids need grapples with, because too many of those guys got away with it in the past,” Leight said. And there will be other great guest stars, like Ariel Winter of Modern Family who will play a victim who has no memory of his assault. This season will also be characterized by crazy
stories as one in which a victim is setting up an attack on himself for his reasons. “There are people who flock to important moments in their lives — perhaps the work is too great a word, but you want great themes for each episode and great themes for the season,” Leigt said the outlet. “You don’t just want to, ‘the boy did this, then we took it.’ There
will beIn the past seasons of the show, there were some crossovers from shows such as the original Law & Order and some of the Chicago franchise shows. But there's still a crossover that Leight really wants to happen. “I want Brooklyn Brooklyn"This is what I want." Watching the new episodes of Law & Order Special Victims Unit every Thursday at
10:00 on NBC. The wait is finally over. Law & Order: SVU officially returns on Thursday, February 18 with a new episode. We have all the details you need to know about what you can expect from this amazing episode still coming. What to expect from «Law & Order: SVU» season 22, episode 7 Mariska Hargitay in «Law & Order: SVU» | Virginia
Sherwood/NBC/NBCU Photo Bank Episode 7 of SVU season 22» is called «Caccia, Trappola, Stupro, and Rilascio» and will be on Thursday 18 February, 21:00 EST. The synopsis according to IMDb is: "Benson collaborates with Lieutenant Barek and the Bronx Special Victims Unit to track a serial rapist with victims in both districts". Annabella Sciorra
is the protagonist of this new episode. Captain Olivia Benson (Mariska Hargitay) and Lieutenant Barek (Annabella Sciorra) will have to work together to stop a rapist who is raping a series of women. But there will be problems with the collaboration of the two departments. Sergeant Odafin "Fin" Tutuola (Ice-T) will be pushed by a Bronx detective
according to the trailer, so things are getting warm. There is a trailer for the next episode CELATED: What "Law & Order" Show was the first in the franchise? According to the new trailer for the next episode, the rapist will get complicated. Someone is sexually raping women, and Detective Amanda Rollins (Kelli Giddish) says in the trailer: "You're
victims. It could be a serial. He's right, and the detectives will find that the attacker hit the Bronx. But that means both departments will have to work together, which will lead to problems. "How do we coordinate?" says Benson at Barek. "Why?" Barek says. "It's a Bronx case." In another scene, Benson and his detectives will arrive at the scene of
another attack after the media have already had the opportunity to intervene. "This is my case," explains a Bronx detective. "These are my victims." He says this is an insult, since both sides could coordinate and work together to find the manager instead of putting Benson and his detectives aside. “This manhunt becomes territorial, flashes on the
screen, so the conflict between the departments of the Special Victims Unit of the Bronx and Manhattan will be an important part of the new episode. Where's this going to take us? Obviously, both departments should work together, which is what Benson is trying to do, but he's getting a push from the Bronx detectives and the lieutenant. Will they be
able to cooperate to get justice for the victims? Something tells us Benson might find a way to get the two sides to work together to solve crimes. On Instagram, the trailer for the next episode was released, and the"I know he wasn't screaming my captain in that way. Measure to manage this! Â € a fans weighed inside. Another fan commented on the
other detective that pushed so far in the trailer. Â € œD Possible to hell prompted the fans told. Another fan wants the detective bait from the Face of Benson. â € œOh, go out from the broth of Livâ €, they said. While another fan referred to the hemisods among the episodes saying: "It was too long !!! At least this episode seems to compensate for the
wait. The last episode is broadcast on January 21st, so it was a nice break between the episodes for fans. â € œYasss !!! I'm here for all this! Â € a fan added on the trailer in the comments. We will have to see how things play in season 22, episode 7 of Law & Order: SVU. SVU.
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